
1. Plug power supply to the back of TV and to wall outlet. The power supply 
compartment is located on the left side, when facing the back of the TV. When
power supply is plugged in, the RED LED sensor will light up on the bottom,
right side of the TV screen,

2. Place your battery inside the standard remote and use the remote to point to
the RED LED light located in the bottom right corner of TV screen. Please stand 
at least 3 feet away from the screen for remote to work. When the TV turns on, 
the RED LED light will become green.
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3. Place small rectangular android box on the right side when facing the back of the
TV. Be sure to plug the small power cable from the android box to the power
supply port located right above android box location. Then link the HDMI cable
from android tv box to the HDMI 2 or 3 located in the component area of your TV.

4. Once android box is plugged into tv then use the source button on your
standard remote to change your channel to HDMI 2 or 3, depending on which
was used.

5. Your SMART-TV remote control and Smart Remote are now working and ready to
use. Insert the signal receiver of the Smart Remote to the USB socket of the Android 
box before using. Put the lithium battery into the Smart Remote and get it charged.

6. The DecoVue is constructed with a built in wall mount so no space is left
between TV and wall. Bolts or nail can be attached to the wall depending on
your individual wall requirements. Secure your DecoVue to the wall with the 
hole mounts provided for you on the back. Enjoy your new DecoVue TV!
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For more detail information, please read the separate Smart Remote manual for 
more detailed instructions.


